DE LUXE FOLDABLE CLAMP-ON BIPOD

- High Tech Durable Aluminum Construction
- Clever Adjustment Wheel for Wide Range of Barrel Sizes - 11mm to 19mm
- User Friendly Clamp-On Features
- Unique Posi-Lock Feature to Prevent Tipping
- Foldable with Fully Adjustable Center Height From 9” to 11”

Press Down to Fold/Unfold Legs

User Friendly Clamp On Features

Gen 2 Reinforced Clamping Adjustment Wheel

Posi-Lock Feature to Prevent Tipping

Twist to Lock/Unlock for Leg Length Adjustment

UTG

Adjustment Wheel For Wide Range of Barrels From 11 to 19mm

User Friendly Dragon Claw Clamp-On Feature

Full Adjustability and Maximum Stability for Greater Shooting Accuracy and Comfort

REVERSIBLE STEEL STAND

TL-BP08ST

Unscrew the cinch lock and separate the extension leg from the bipod.

Switch the left and the right extension legs.

Rotate both steel stands with a 180 degree turn.

Align and insert the head of the extension leg into the bipod upper leg and secure the cinch lock.